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Introduction to Linguistics 
Lecturer – Judith Yoel. Yearly course 2021-2022. 

Unit one – What is Linguistics?  
The scientific study of the properties of language. A cognitive social science that looks at language 

universals and is grounded in many other fields (e.g., psychology, sociology, etc.). A science that 

examines where languages are alike and differ. Linguistics is the systematic study of languages. 

Generative grammar: Creative\productive language means that if I'm a speaker of the language I can 

create infinite number of sentences.  

What is Language Ability? 

It is an innate (born) ability (Chomsky, 1970). In other words, human brains are hardwired to acquire 

language, provided they have the necessary criteria – exposure, meaningful input (being able to 

understand what your being exposed to), and interaction. Language also has an important cultural 

element. Ex. 3 y/os were given the words a wag and a bic, and they knew how to make is plural – wags 

and bics, without learning grammar. 

The Basic Areas of Linguistics: 

▪ Phonetics: 

The study of sounds of a language. How sounds are produced; where they are produced; what 

physical articulatory organs are responsible for the production of sound (teeth, mouth, lips, back of 

throat) – if there's a problem with one of these organs there will be a speech deficit. How we hear 

sounds. How we represent the sounds we hear, phonetic transcription.  

▪ Phonology: 

The study of the patterns of the sounds of a language. How they combine; how we hear their 

combinations; how sounds influence one another in their production. The organizational patterns of 

sounds in a given language. Ex. every, camera, vegetable – the e in each one is silent. 

▪ Morphology: 

The study of words and the parts of words – the smallest unit of meanings of words. For example – 

glow + glitter + glare (start with gl-, mean reflect light), the exception is glue. unable, unwilling, 

unavailable, uniform, unfold – the first 3 means not able, uni means one, unfold means to do the 

opposite. Word formation and building; how parts of words interact with one another – 

un/success/ful/ly. Words become meaningful and functional through morphology. How we make 

new words like brunch (breakfast + lunch), awesome (awe + some), Velcro, scuba, etc. – word 

formation processes. 

▪ Syntax: 

The study of phrases, clauses, sentences, and word order (not necessarily grammar). English SVO = 

Subject, verb, object. The transformational processes that underlie the rules of the language (e.g., 

passive voice, questions). The finite number of rules that allow speakers to communicate. Sentence→ 

Noun phrase + verb phrase (Phrase structure rules) can be made into a syntactic tree, which 

illustrates the rules of the language. 

 

U n i t    one    –  W h a t  is  L i n g u i s t i c s ?   
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▪ Semantics: 

The study of the meaning of words, surveys the linguistic properties of meaning, studies how 

meaning is represented in words and in our minds cognitively (e.g., connotations). It is connected to 

issues such as logic and culture. 

*Colorless green ideas sleep furiously (Chomsky). 

*fat, chubby, portly, obese, overweight. 

Generative Grammar: 

Generativity = productivity = creativity. All humans can have these characteristics. Language means 

that if I'm a speaker of the language I can create infinite number of sentences. 

Language is inborn – We are all born with the ability to acquire the language (meeting certain basic 

criteria). 

Sub-areas of linguistics: Neurolinguistics, socio-linguistics. 

What Do You Know When You Know a Language? 

1. The sounds of the language (and those that are not). Ex. I can hear Russian and understand it's 

Russian without knowing the language – I know how it sounds but don’t identify words, etc.  

2. Where words and phrases begin and ends.   

3. Which sound sequence and combinations are permitted and which are not. Ex. Zimbabwe. 

4. The patterns of language and possible combinations.  

5. The rules of the language. The better the knowledge the better the options for word-making. 

6. How to generate new, unique phrases and sentences. We know what fits where and how to 

incorporate new words: CREATIVE, PRODUCTIVE, GENERATIVE. 

7. How to understand sentences you have never heard uttered before. Ex. the pentagon is full of laptop 

warriors, we don’t know the sentence, but we have background knowledge to help us understand. 

8. The structure of words and sentences. Ex. correct – the girl screamed, incorrect – the girled scream. 

9. Prosodic features (we can only hear and can't read) and their patterns – intonation, pitch, rhythm, 

stress, emphasis on syllables. 

10. The social appropriateness of language and how to use it accordingly. Ex. Q how are you today? A 

I'm good – a conversational opener. 

11. That language is not universal or automatic or devoid of cultural influences. Ex. every Arab country 

has its own dialect of Arabic. 

12. Which strings of words constitute an acceptable utterance and which do not. Ex. there we yesterday 

barked – we need syntax and logic to rewrite the sentence. 

13. How to produce innovative language – creativity, poetry. It's the artist's right to do so.  

14. That there is an arbitrary relationship between a word and its meaning. Ex. table (dinning) and desk 

(studying). 

Competence and Performance: 
Competence: what you know when you know a language; one’s unconscious knowledge of language. It 

includes what you know about language, sounds, combinations of sounds, words, combinations of 

words, idioms, proverbs, etc.  

Performance: the actual production of speech; how you apply your knowledge of the language; how 

you perform linguistically (the words you choose and their combination); can be affected by factors 

such as fatigue, mood, the consumption of alcohol, etc.  
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Universal Grammar – UG: 
Also called a mental grammar or grammar universals. The mental system of language; the underlying 

system of language that all human beings possess; an innate ability. 

No primitive languages – all languages are equal; parity. 

The features and concepts that all languages share are cognitive (e.g., colors, a temporal sense [times], 

etc.) and structural levels (e.g., questions, consonants, vowels, etc.). 

Essential Elements of UG: 

▪ Generality: All language has sounds, meaning, words, etc., therefore all languages have grammar 

(even Creoles). 

▪ Parity: All languages are equal. Even dead languages. 

▪ Universality: All languages are alike in basic ways, sharing common principles and tendencies . 

▪ Mutability: All grammars change over time. New words are added, old words are dropped, etc. 

This is not deterioration; the language is evolving. 

▪ Accessibility: Grammatical knowledge is subconscious; we acquire grammar at a very young age 

with no formal instruction. 

▪ Arbitrariness: The relation between a sound and its meaning is random. Even onomatopoeic words 

are not 'international'. 

▪ Creativity: Language is open-ended. Speakers can produce and comprehend an infinite number of 

unique utterances. 

What Linguistics Do Not Do: 
Try to describe an idealized version of language. Prescribe the correct use of language. Prefer living 

languages over dead ones. Consider one language to be superior, in any way, to another. Prefer one 

type or form of one language over another. 

Prescriptive and Descriptive Language: 

▪ Prescriptive language/grammar assumes that there is a “correct’ way to use language, imposes a 

particular form on people’s use of the language, is often concerned with ‘social graces ’, is a ‘purist’ 

point of view (there's only one way to say it), is often used in language instruction and thus also 

often called pedagogical grammar (what we're teaching). 

▪ Descriptive language/grammar is the way that native speakers of the language use it, describes the 

nature of the language and the linguistic and meta-linguistic behavior of its speakers, may “break” 

the rules adhered to by purists, is determined by native speaker grammaticality judgment. 

Sign Languages: 
Sign languages around the world are visual-gestural systems that use hands, body, and face to 

represent words and grammatical rules. Sign languages are fully developed languages, and signers 

create and comprehend unlimited numbers of new sentences, just as speakers of spoken languages do. 

Signed languages have their own grammatical rules and a mental lexicon of signs, all encoded through 

a system of gestures, and are otherwise equivalent to spoken languages. 

Remember: sign language IS a language, although it misses phonetics and phonology. 
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Unit One Exercises: 
Answer true or false to the following statements based on what we have covered (underlined are the 

answers I got wrong). 

1. British English is more correct than American. F 

2. The slang of the streets is incorrect. F 

3. Native speakers do not make grammatical mistakes in their L1. F 

4. Older people use language more correctly than younger people. F 

5. Good communication is defined only saying what you mean clearly and explicitly. F 

6. Most African languages rank below European ones in terms of complexity. F 

7. The original meaning of word is the correct one. F 

8. Spoken and written English should share the same form. F 

9. You cannot begin a sentence with and, or or because.  F (you can use these words, when we learn 

English we are told not to do it because it can lead us to writing a sentence fragment). 

10. Attaining a native–like accent should be the goal of all English teachers. F (English as a foreign 

language, we need to understand and to be understood). 

11. If someone asks, “How are you?” “Good” is an acceptable reply. T 

12. Americans have corrupted the English language. F 

13. Languages like Welsh and Scottish Gaelic are old-fashioned. F 

14. The ‘Englishes’ of the world all have equal status.  T (all languages are equal, every country have it's 

influence about the language. Ex. jumpers vs. sweaters). 

HW – Reading: 

▪ Read Chapter One in Fromkin and Rodman’s book An Introduction to Language, titled What is 

Language? 

▪ Additional reading: You may also read the equivalent chapter in the Yule book The Study of 

Language. You do not have to read the section titled The Origins of Language. (Do not read about the 

history of the English language). 

▪ Questions from either of these readings may appear on the quiz or exam. 

Group Practice: 

1. Write a grammatical sentence and explain why it is grammatical. 

I wrote a letter. It has SVO structure, Capital at the beginning, punctuation at the end. I=subject, 

wrote=verb, letter=object.  

2. Write an ungrammatical sentence and explain why it is ungrammatical. 

The girled laugh. It doesn’t follow the rules of grammar – the tense is placed on the wrong word, 

it must be on the verb ONLY, not on the subject.  

3. Explain the following sentences: 

▪ He is a wicked rapper! 

Slang, descriptive, generative grammar (rap → rapper, make a verb into a profession). 

▪ Call my pelephone. 

'Pelephone' is a borrowed word from Hebrew – pele means wonder, people were wondered by 

the ability of a cellphone (cultural influence). 

▪ He impacted me in a big way. 

Slang, descriptive.  

4. Which of the following are acceptable words in English? Explain. 
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▪ Clavicle. 

It is the name of the bone above the rib cage, connecting to the shoulder blade. 

▪ Czar. 

Cesar, ruler (Russian Czar).  

▪ Peckish. 

Snacking. 

▪ Eitnsl. 

5. Is braille (the language of the blind) a language? No, it's symbols in Hebrew/English.. 

6. Is ASL (American sign language) a language? 
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 Animal Communication – Introduction: 

▪ Do animals know language? No. 

▪ Are animals able to communicate? Yes. 

▪ Are language and communication the same thing? No. 

▪ Is an animal’s ability to communicate equivalent to the human capacity for language? No. 

▪ Do animals communicate with humans? Yes. 

▪ Do animals use language with human beings? No. 

Methods of Animal Communications: 

What methods of communication do humans and animals share? Ex. whispering, posture, gesture, 

facial expression, color, pheromones, voice. 

What methods are unique only to one or the other? Language is unique to humans while light (fireflies), 

electricity (eels) and sonar – the use of voice to identify distances (dolphins, bats, whales), are all unique 

to animals. 

Primates and Language: 

Share 98% DNA, lack the articulatory organs to produce human-like speech. Have been taught symbolic 

language (e.g., signing, non-signing language). Ex. Lana, a chimpanzee who used geometric color-coded 

magnetic chips. 

From a research: I have stumbled upon Kanzi, Teco, Koko and more and I am just captivated. I have 

been watching for a few hours now and just can't get over their intelligence, compassion, sense of 

humor and personalities! Monkeys are so fascinating to me, they are really like us, you feel almost if 

they were humans, just furrier. Koko (born July 4, 1971) is a female gorilla, who, according to Francine 

(Penny) Patterson,  her long-term trainer, can understand more than 1,000 signs based on ASL  and 

understand approximately 2,000 words of English . As with other primate language experiments, the 

degree to which Koko masters (and demonstrates) these signs is the subject of debate. 

Results showed: Primates did have some rule-governed functions – sense of time, categorization, etc. 

BUT there was no evidence of syntax, creativity, and other essential features of language.  

Conclusions: Animals were able to communicate, but they did not know language. 

Primates and Language – Implications:  

A child learns language without formal instruction, unconsciously through exposure and interaction - 

not so with primates . Languages arise wherever people reside – not so with primates. Humans use 

language spontaneously/stimulus – response is the trigger for primates. Humans pass language on to 

offspring; animals don’t . Only humans are creative/productive in language use . Only humans use rule-

governed language. Therefore, language must be an innate human ability. 

Other Animal Communications: 

Bees – communication to locate food; indicate direction and distance of food source (not quality); 

limited range; is instinctual (proved by cross breeding bees). 

Birds – generally have calls or songs; speaking birds – stimulus and response; related to specific 

purposes, mating, defending territory, etc. 

Similar results for whales, dolphins, etc.  

Animals and Dressage: 
Dressage: a type of interaction characterized by a heightened awareness by animals to read a trainer' 

signs. 
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 HW: 
Go back to either of the two main sources on the list of references and read about animal 

communication and answer the following questions : 

1. What other animals do we know that communicate through sound ? 

Chimpanzees, birds, rattle snakes. 

2. Which animals are known for producing a variety of different sounds, for different purposes? 

Dolphins were taught to be quiet and behave around humans, they are also known to make many 

different sounds. Birds can imitate different sounds – they can make similar sounds to other animals 

when they look for food in populated areas when they know they will be rewarded for it. 

3. Do domestic pets understand humans? Do they understand speech ? 

Yes, they understand prosodic features (tone, gesture, stress) but don’t understand speech. For 

example, dogs can't understand everything we say (they can recognize certain words they hear 

often), but they can understand our tone and can pay attention accordingly – they respond to our 

tone and to what we say.  

4. Describe the communication of bees. Why is this not language? 

They use communication to locate food and indicate its direction and distance. Their communication 

is limited by range and is instinctual, they use scent and not sounds (they don’t have an anatomical 

structure that is required). Scent is not a language, only voice and movements (movements are 

debated). They can indicate food sources with dances that can tell them where the food is. 

Video about Kanzi – one of the curious things that distinguishes humans from non – human primates is 

that we have a very fine control over our mouths, our articulations, in fact, even our ability to breath  . 

Chimpanzees can communicate manually through sign language, and they can understand spoken 

language. 

Discussion: 

▪ Let’s talk about parrots and other talking birds. 

No, their imitating no creativity of language. 

▪ Is this language? Why? Why not? 

No. They don’t have grammar; they don’t understand semantic meanings and are not generative. 

▪ What aspects of language are here? What aspects of language are lacking? 

Lacking generativity and creativity, but they do have voice and tone. 

▪ Why do human beings often perceive that birds can “talk” as humans do ? 

We tend to think that they do speak because they use our words and connotation, but they only 

mimic us. They don’t create or produce other words; they only use the words they were taught. 

▪ How is their language similar and different from that of human beings? 

They also use voice but are not generative. 

In-class assignment – December 9th 
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Unit Two – Phonetics  
I take it you already know of tough and bough and cough and dough? 

Some may stumble, but not you, on hiccough, thorough, slough, and through? 

So now you are ready, perhaps, to learn of less familiar traps? 

Beware of heard, a dreadful word, that looks like beard, but sounds like bird. 

And dead, it's said like bed, not bead; for goodness' sake, don't call it deed! 

Watch out for meat and great and threat. (They rhyme with suite and straight and debt.) 

A moth is not a moth in mother, nor both in bother, broth in brother.  

And here is not a match for there, nor dear and fear, for bear and pear.  

And then there's dose and rose and lose - just look them up - and goose and choose 

And cork and work and card and ward and font and front and word and sword  

And do and go, then thwart and cart, come, come! I've hardly made a start.  

A dreadful language? Why man alive! I've learned to talk it when I was five.  

And yet to write it, the more I tried, I hadn't learned it at fifty-five. 

What is Phonetics? 

The branch of linguistics that studies the characteristics of the individual speech sounds. It looks at 

physical characteristics of sounds, where they are articulated, how they are articulated and how they 

are interpreted.  

There are different kinds of phonetics – articulatory phonetics (speech therapy, teaching deaf people to 

talk), acoustic phonetics (how you hear sounds), forensic phonetics (noises in crime scenes), etc. 

The Phonetic Alphabet: 

In order to represent the sounds of the language, we use a phonetic alphabet – a series of symbols that 

represent the sounds of all languages. 

There are two main phonetic alphabets –  International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and the American 

Phonetic Alphabet (APA). 

A Look at Phonetics (sounds) in English: 

▪ The boy will lead the parade. 

Pencils are filled with lead. 

▪ You should read this book.  

I have already read it. 

▪ He shed a tear when he heard the bad news. 

Please do not tear up your paper. 

You have a tear in your new shirt. 

▪ I have to polish the silver today. 

Do you speak Polish? 

▪ The cord was wound around the kettle. 

▪ Put a bandage on the wound. 

  

U n i t    t w o   –   P h o n e t i c s   
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Why We Need a Phonetic Alphabet: 

▪ One sound can be represented through different letters. Ex. to, too, two, through. threw, clue, shoe, 

etc. 

▪ A single letter can have many different sounds. Ex. dame, dad, father, call, village, many, etc. 

▪ A combination of letters can represent a single sound. Ex. shoot, either, character, coat, deal, glacial, 

Thomas, rough, theatre, physics, nation, plain, etc. 

▪ Some letters have no sounds at all. Ex. mnemonic, psychology, whole, write, sword, lamb, resign, 

debt, island, ghost, corps, gnaw, knot, etc. 

▪ One sound can be represented a few letters. Ex. Xerox – ks, queen – kw 

Places of Articulations:  

Consonants: 

1. Bilabials: sounds formed using both lips [p], [b], 

[m] and [w]. In the first 3 the lips are closing, in the 

last they are not. 

2. Labiodentals: sounds formed by using the lower 

lip and upper teeth [f], [v]. 

3. Dentals: sounds formed by using the tongue and 

upper teeth [θ] – tongue comes out between the 

teeth, both means th – [θ] is the short sound = 

think, thank, through, three, something, month.  

A. Inter-Dentals: [ð] – the tongue is behind your 

teeth. ð is the long sound = thaw, though, both. 

4. Alveolars: sounds formed by using the front of the 

tongue and the alveolar (the bony ridge behind the front teeth), [t], [d], [s], [z], [n], [r], [l]. 

5. Palatals: sounds formed by using the tongue and the soft palate [ʃ] – sh sound, [ʒ] – s sound (like 

measure), [tʃ] – ch sound (like chill), [dʒ] – g sound (like gin), [y] – also symbolled as j (like you). 

6. Velars: sounds formed with the velum ( ענבל) [g], [k], [ŋ]. 

7. Glottal: sounds formed through an open glottis [h]. 

NOTE: the use of square brackets for sounds is mandatory. 

Consonants Practice: 

Make a list of all of the consonant sounds in English and their transcription in the phonetic alphabet, in 

initial, mid, and final position. Not all sounds fit in all positions.  

Remember to include sounds not in the alphabet, like [ð] and[θ]. 

*Note the inconsistencies in English   

The list is in the end of unit 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Nasal 
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Answer the following questions: 

1. Which sounds in English are not represented in the alphabet?  

2. Which sounds do not appear in all 3 positions, initial, mid, and final? V, ʒ, ŋ, h. 

3. What sounds are found in Hebrew and Arabic, but not in English? The sound of the letter 'ח. 

Manner of Articulation: 

The way the air flow is regulated by the articulatory organs like our tongues and our lips. 

▪ Stops: sounds that are produced by stopping and then opening the air stream. In other words, there 

is complete obstruction that is followed by a release of air. These are also called plosive sounds. [p], 

[b], [m], [t], [d], [k], [g]. 

▪ Fricatives: sounds that are produced by friction that occurs ALMOST by stopping the flow of air. 

There is constriction in the vocal tract so that the air comes through a narrow opening and thus is 

made turbulent because of the friction between the air flow and the narrow passage. [f], [v], [θ], [ð], 

[s], [z], [ʃ], [ӡ], [h]. 

▪ Affricates: sounds that are produced by a combination of a brief stop and an obstructed release. So, 

in a sense these sounds combine the stop and the fricative; first there is closure, but when that 

closure is released, the flow of air is more gradual and therefore less turbulent, with less friction. [ ʧ ] 

[ʤ]. 

▪ Nasals: sounds that are produced by obstructing the vocal cords and letting the air move into and 

through the nasal cavity instead of just through the mouth. [m], [n], [ŋ]. 

▪ Approximants: in these sounds, the vocal cords are obstructed but there is no or very little 

obstruction in the vocal cavity, so the air flows more smoothly and there is a lack of friction. 

Approximants are made up of: 

o Liquids: when the tip of the tongue moves making an articulation (In [l] is on the alveolar and in 

[r] it folds back slightly so it is often referred to a retroflex), and then the air flows around the 

tongue so there is a more continuous flow of air . [l], [r]. 

o Glides: where the tongue glides from one position to another, and the air stream is relatively 

unobstructed. The sound produced is almost like a vowel (with a free flow of air from the lungs 

to the mouth), but at the last minute, there is a move into another articulation, making it a 

consonant. [y], [w]. 

▪ Glottal: a sound made using the vocal folds, such as the [h] in heave and hog. [h]. 

There are also some additional manners of articulation, but we will not go into that level of detail, we 

will mention them briefly, such as: 

Taps – When there is quick contact with the tongue; examples as in butter or ladder (Am. Eng.). 

Trills – when the tongue rolls slightly as in a Scottish [r] sound. (The Scottish still have a unique system 

with forms like loch, no longer seen in other varieties of English).   
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Voiced and Voiceless Sounds: 
Voiced sounds: the sounds that are produced by the vocal cords being together. The airstream forces its 

way through the vocal cords causing the air to vibrate.  

Example: [z]. Put your fingers in your ears and say sssss. You should feel the vibration in your vocal 

cords. [b], [d], [v] [z], [ð],[_], [_] [g], [m], [n], [ŋ] [w] 

*Note: All of the nasal consonants are voiced sounds). Add the missing sounds here.   

Voiceless sounds: (also called unvoiced)  these are sounds that are produced when your vocal cords are 

open. 

Example:  [s]. Once the vocal cords are apart, the air flows through more freely. Put your fingers in your 

ears and say sssssss. There should be NO vibration of your vocal cords. 

[p], [t], [f], [s], [θ], [_], [_], [k], [h]  

*Note: [l], [r]  – The glides are neither voiced nor voiceless. As previously mentioned. ([l] is referred to 

as a lateral and [r] sometimes as a retroflex).   

Making up a Chart: 

In groups, make up a chart with place of articulation on one axis and manner of articulation on the 

other. 

Go back and color code the sounds as to voiced and voiceless 

Write a short passage describing the relation between the place of articulation and the manner of 

articulation . 

Compare your charts to those of the other groups. 

Exercises: 

1. [p] is a plosive sound. TRUE FALSE 

2. [b] is a voiced sound  and it is a stop. TRUE FALSE 

3. [v] is a fricative. TRUE FALSE 

4. Nasal sounds that cannot appear in initial position. TRUE FALSE 

5. [g] is a nasal sound. TRUE FALSE 

6. In shells the initial sound is [s]. TRUE FALSE 

7. [w] is different from all other bilabial sounds. TRUE FALSE 

8. This, that, these, and those all begin with the same sound. TRUE FALSE 

Write the initial sound in the words below. 

Example: girl – [g] (Remember the square brackets).  

Girl – [ g ] Head – [ h ] Witch – [ w] 
Curl – [ k ] Love – [ l ] You – [ y ] 
Zeal – [ z ] Run – [ r ] Ring – [ r ] 
Seal – [ s ] Pill – [ p ] Jill – [dʒ ] 
Shell – [ ʃ ] Bill – [b ] Chill – [ tʃ ] 
Thy – [ ð ] Mill – [ m ] Till – [ t ] 
Veal – [ v ] Thigh – [ θ ] Dill – [ d ] 
Feel – [ f ] Pleasure – [ p ] Nil – [ n ] 
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 Vowels: 
All vowels are voiced and are formed with a 

relatively free flow of air through the 

articulatory system. 

To distinguish vowels from one another in 

English, we talk about the shape of the mouth as 

having a front, central and back section and we 

look at the height of the tongue, which is high, 

mid position or low. 

Of course, vowels will differ depending on the 

dialect of English spoken. Someone from 

Scotland will not have the same vowels as someone from Australia or the US.  

▪ Front, central and back → where the vowel is articulated in the oral cavity . 

▪ High, mid, and low → the height of the tongue in the articulation of the vowel . 

▪ Rounded → refers to the shape of the lips when the vowel is articulated. (We also have a rounded 

consonant [w] as in where).   

Types of Vowel: 

Monophthongs: those that make a single sound. 

Diphthongs: a vowel that has a change in quality within a single segment or part. 

This occurs because the tongue is moving away towards another vowel sound. Thus, they are also a bit 

longer than simple vowels.  Sometimes they are represented by two letters, boy . 

In each case they begin with a vowel sound and end with a glide. They are sometimes represented by a 

single letter in English, kite . 

In English there are approximately 9 diphthongs, depending on the variety of English. 

The most common vowel – Schwa: 

Schwa [ə]: This is the most common vowel in English. It is little more than a puff of air; in other words, 

it is unstressed. It appears frequently in casual speech. 

There are patterns to the use of schwa, such as between stressed vowels, and in initial position. 

Example: collapse / afford / photograph. 

Exercise: 

Look at the sentence below and mark all of the [i] sounds: 

Did he believe that Caesar could see the people seize the seas? 

Do these groups of words all share the same marked vowel, yes or no?  

1. receive, serene, amoeba yes 

2. too, brew, Lucy, through, Peru yes 

3. pity, guest, head, hit no 

4. hit, bit, mitt, sit, lit, fit yes 

5. my, try, throat, tide, slow no 

Make up a list of vowels in English according to IPA. List one example per sound per position. Do not 

use anything from any other language. Ex. [i] – easy, receiver, knee 

Consonants are always obstructed by something, vowels are not.  
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 Consonants in English 

 

Place/Manner of Articulation 

 

C o n s o n e n t s   i n   E n g l i s h   

 

P l a c e / M a n n e r  o f  A r t i c u l a t i o n   
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Vowels in English 

 

  

V o w e l s  i n  E n g l i s h   
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Unit 3 – semester B 


